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In America, the Federal Government Subcontractors are all limited to function in 
international and global jurisdictions.  They are thus entirely limited to function as 
Legal Fictions ---"Persons", not living people --- so the entire subject of biological
health is naturally precluded and excluded from the Federal Constitutions --- and 
that's why.  

This subject is also beyond the reach of any Federal Corporation franchises 
operating as State-of-State organizations or similar Municipal organizations. 

Virtually none of their delegated authorities reach down to the level of the living 
people populating our States of the Union.  The exceptions are confined to control 
of officially ceded federal properties (Post Offices, Naval Yards, etc.,) the 
manufacture, sale, and transportation of alcohol, tobacco, and firearms, and 
voluntary participation in interstate commerce --- specifically, maritime 
commerce.  

There is absolutely no grant of any power over anyone's health or 
medical decisions whatsoever, so the only presumption of such a power must arise 
from the additional presumption of employment by or dependency upon the 
Municipal United States Government and the legitimate   existence of privately 
contracted obligations as "citizens of the United States". 

This would be analogous to an employment contract that required you to give up 
control of your own body --- slavery, in other words. 

As we have already provided in prior Notices, the Great Fraud begins with an 
undisclosed and unconscionable British Territorial U.S. Citizenship contract being 
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foisted off onto American babies, and ends with the creation of a Municipal United
States corporation franchise operating "in their names" as a United States citizen 
as described by 42 USC 9102 (18) (c).  

As these Legal Fiction entities are created by fraud against babies, they are null 
and void and so is any supposed administrative power over them. 

These "citizens of the United States" are slaves by definition and are defined as 
franchise corporations, so are not living beings and cannot be the subject of 
biological health measures anyway.

The only exceptions are those actually employed by the Municipal United States 
Government, who could theoretically be imposed upon as a condition of their 
political status and employment. 

Thus, Joe Biden's compliance with WHO contracts and "treaties" can only apply to
Municipal Federal Civil Service Employees and their Dependents, and only if they
agree, because slavery is outlawed in this country and has been outlawed 
worldwide since 1926.

It's similar to Joe Biden's compliance with the Open Borders Policy.  He can open 
his Municipal borders all he likes, but not ours. 

Neither the Federal Government Subcontractors nor their State-of-State franchises 
have any authority or delegated power to enter into any health treaties on our 
behalf and nobody who isn't directly employed by the Municipal Government can 
be legitimately impacted by Joe Biden's edicts in these matters. 

Anyone supposing otherwise is invited to show cause, remembering that there are 
no war powers available, because there have been no wars --- only Mercenary 
Conflicts for the past 160-plus years.  

All this doesn't stop Biden from making False Claims and that doesn't stop his 
minions from causing trouble, but the bottom line fact is that he has no actual 
treaty-making authority related to this subject and can't deliver on any 
international health treaties.  

To summarize:



Joe Biden is the President of a governmental services corporation, not this 
country.  

The above-mentioned governmental services corporation is limited by the fact that
its contract for services exists only in international and global jurisdictions and 
doesn't include any treaty-making powers related to public health. 

It's further limited in that the vast majority of people it claims are part of its 
citizenry -- aren't.  They are Americans who have been the victims of a nasty 
European fraud scheme, and have never been citizens of the Municipal United 
States at all. 

Any and all powers related to Public Health are vested in our States of the Union, 
and we choose not to yield our sovereignty in the matter to the UN CORP, WEF, 
or any other global institution. 

We note with pleasure that even State-of-State Governors are tearing up their 
contracts with these service providers and telling these miscreants to pound sand.  
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